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ABSTRACT
An environmental microwave radiation study was performed in the Huntersville, NC area. The
study was performed to aid other researchers and the public investigating the high rate of ocular
melanoma in the region. The study included both radiation modeling and an electromagnetic
radiation (EMR) field survey of the area. The study looked specifically for 5.6 GHz non-ionizing
radiation (NIR) emanating from the 250,000 watt high gain pulsed microwave Terminal Doppler
Weather Radar (TDWR) located just North of Miranda Rd. The study looked at both radar beam
obstructions as well as measured radiation levels at selected sites at ground level in the area.
The study was performed by two engineers, one retired electrical engineer and one chemical
engineer at their own time and expense. For microwave measuring equipment, a portable TEK
RSA306B USB Spectrum Analyzer attached to a Microsoft Windows™ laptop was utilized along
with both directional and OMNI antennas provided by Aaronia.
INTRODUCTION
Terminal Doppler Weather Radar[1] is a Doppler weather radar system with a three-dimensional
"pencil beam" used primarily for the detection of hazardous wind shear conditions, precipitation,
and winds aloft on and near major airports situated in climates with great exposure to
thunderstorms in the United States.
The TDWR uses the frequency between 5600-5650 MHz (5 cm wavelength) carrier wave, with
an angular resolution beam of 0.55 degrees and has a peak power of 250 kW (250,000 watts).
In reflectivity, the resolution in distance is 150 meters (500 ft) within 135 kilometers (84 mi) of
the radar and 300 meters (1,000 ft) from 135 kilometers (84 mi) to 460 kilometers (290 mi) to
the radar.
The Charlotte TDWR weather radar is owned by the FAA and was installed in the late 1990s
and is located off Miranda Rd. in Charlotte, NC [2]. It specifically transmits a 5.608 GHz carrier
wave, which is pulsed up to 1700 times per second and each pulse is 1.1 uSec (microseconds)
in length/duration. The TDWR also scans at angles as low as 0.2 degrees above horizontal in
order to detect weather disturbances near the ground. This fact leads the radar to produce
more “ground clutter” in the reflected beam as the beam can reflect off the ground and
structures such as cell towers and buildings as well as “biological contaminants” such as birds,
animals and other biology in the main beam and/or reflected path.

Figure 1: View Looking North from Miranda Rd. at the TCLT TDWR Doppler Weather radar.

The Charlotte TDWR Radar [3] has the following specifications:

Call Sign

TCLT

Max Pulsed Power (Watts)

250,000

Gain (dBi)

50

EIRP (Watts)

25,000,000,000

Frequency (MHz)

5608

RPM

3-5

Pulse Duration(uSec)

1.1

Pulse Repetition Factor (Hz) Up to 1700
Range Est. (Miles)

56

Latitude

35.3373

Longitude

-80.8849

County

Mecklenburg

State

NC

Zip

37119

MISSING RADAR SLICE
After the radar installation in the late 1990s, the TDWR radar beam was turned off in the
direction of the 343-348 degree radial for the lower 0.2, 0.6, and 1.0 degree elevation scans as
shown in the Google Earth Pro™ figure 2 below due to microwave frequency energy from the
TDWR interfering and doing damage to a receiver in a microwave relay tower approx. 5-6 miles

away per the email discussion in Appendix A. The area of the yellow slice and beyond shown
below is the radial section toward the NNW that is turned off.

Figure 2: TCLT TDWR radar slice turned off in the SW Huntersville, NC area due to beam blockage from a microwave tower

A survey of the radar slice turned off identified a microwave tower located @ latitude 35.417,
longitude -80.917, which is most likely the microwave tower that was blocking the beam. It is
located 5.77 miles to the NNW of the TDWR radar.
The TDWR radar main beam was modeled in Google Sketchup™ as a cone using NOAA
beamwidth calculations [4] and set at a 0.2 degree beam angle above the horizontal plane.
Various main beam directional paths were then imported into Google Earth™ in order to survey
the area for other obstructions within the radar main beam path to assist our field survey as
shown below

Figure 3: Multiple main beams were modeled at the 0.2 degree elevation scan using Google SketchUp and imported into Google
Earth

The model was then used to verify the blockage of the TDWR main beam by the microwave
tower in question as shown below with the beam at the 0.2 degree scan elevation.

Figure 4: Based upon government information collected the TDWR beam was damaging/interfering with the electronics in this
microwave tower 5.8 miles away so the beam is now turned off in that direction/slice for scans at/below 1 degree. The
antennas and metal structure will reflect and re-radiate the microwave radiation around this obstruction

A TDWR radar Microsoft Excel™ model was developed based upon the publicly available
NOAA TDWR beam width data [4] in order to investigate & predict main beam blockage from
the radar at various distances and ground elevations.

Observation Point: Microwave Tower located off Beatties Ford Rd. (35.417 lat, -80.917 lon)
Item

Value

Units

Ground Elevation @ TDWR Radar Tower Base

754

ft elevation

TDWR Radar Tower Height

113

ft

TDWR Radar Dish Elevation

867

ft elevation

TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon (PHI)

0.2

degrees

0.003491

radians

TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)

9.29

km

Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)

5.77

miles
nautical
miles

Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)

5.02

Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)

30471.2

ft

TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )

30471.4

ft

TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )

9290.1

m

(IR) refractive index

1.2100

(Re) radius of the earth

6371

km

Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point

0.038

km

Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point

38

m

Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point

124.7

ft

Elevation of the beam centerline @ Observation Point

992

ft

TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)

106.4

ft

TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)

32.4

m

TDWR Beamwidth (theta)

0.55

degrees

Beamwidth/or arc length (s)

292.5

ft

Beamwidth/or arc length (s)

89

m

146.3

ft

Beamwidth/or arc length (s)

45

m

Ground Elevation @ Observation Point

792

ft elevation

TDWR Radar Beam Bottom Elevation @ Observation Point Location

845

ft elevation

Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height

53

ft

16

m

Beamwidth radius

Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height
TDWR Peak Pulsed Power
TDWR Carrier Frequency
Gain
Free Space Impedance

250000

Watts

5608

MHz

50

dBi
377.0

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

23.1

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

2.3

ohms
Watts/m2*
mW/cm2

Peak Pulsed Voltage Gradient @ Observation Point
93.2 Volts/meter
* No Ground reflections or power from other cell towers, etc. are included in this calculation. Radar Scans are now turned
off in this direction at/below 1 degrees

Figure 5:TDWR Main Beam model

The model shows that at a 0.2 degree TDWR beam angle the bottom of the pulsed radar beam
would strike the microwave tower in question approx. 53 ft (16 meters) up the microwave tower
pole in a standard atmosphere (no refraction of beam). The microwave tower is approximately
300 ft. high so any scans below approx. 0.7 degrees could strike the tower. The basic antenna
calculations above show that the peak pulsed power density of the microwave beam 5.77 miles
away is approx. 23.1 watts/sq. meter. Depending upon the microwave tower receiving antenna
gain this power density may have been magnified at the receiving antenna and/or reflected by
the metal tower and antennas.
RADAR BEAM OBSTRUCTIONS
Weather radar beam blockage by existing ground structures such as buildings, other
cell/microwave tower installations and tree growth is a growing problem for weather radars,
including the NEXRAD WSR-88 and the TDWR [5], since they have very low beam angles - as
low as 0.1 degrees for the TDWR.
The power density of the radiation reflecting from “ground clutter” will depend upon the material
the beam is striking. For instance, a polished aluminum or other metal surfaces can reflect as
much as 99% of microwave radiation in all directions and increase power densities of
microwave radiation in the local area where the incoming beam and reflected beams overlap
(multipath). Figure 6 shows the reflectivity of aluminum [6] for RF. GHz radiation (centimeter
wavelength) will be to the right of this chart but still remain very high.

Figure 6: Aluminum (Al) in blue above can reflect up to 99% of microwave (GHz) radiation power. Microwave GHz radiation (cm
wavelength radiation) would be off to the right of this chart. Most all metals will highly reflect GHz radiation

Typical Field Survey Setup

Typical TEK Pulsed Radar Power Spectrum Centered at 5.608 GHz (TDWR carrier wave frequency)

Using the Excel™ and Google Earth models developed of the area and the field test unit and
software shown above from TEK and Aaronia, field surveys were completed and the following
structures within the Huntersville area were determined to be obstructing the main beam at
lower beam angles and possible reflecting and re-radiating the radiation back into the
surrounding area. They are listed based upon distance from the radar, with the closest
obstructions listed first. There may also be radiation scatter from tree-tops as well as side lobe
radiation, although this is unknown.

1. Cell tower located at Miranda Rd. behind Max Auto Repair

Observation Point: 1. Cell tower located at Miranda Rd. behind Max Auto Repair (35.335 lat, -80.879 lon)
Item
Value
Units
Ground Elevation @ TDWR Radar Tower Base
754
ft elevation
TDWR Radar Tower Height
113
ft
TDWR Radar Dish Elevation
867
ft elevation
TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon (PHI)
0.2
degrees
TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon
0.003491 radians
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
0.60
km
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
0.37
miles
nautical
miles
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
0.32
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
1968.0
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )
1968.0
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )
600.0
m
(IR) refractive index
1.2100
(Re) radius of the earth
6371
km
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
0.002
km
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
2
m
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
6.9
ft
Elevation of the beam centerline @ Observation Point
874
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)
6.9
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)
2.1
m
TDWR Beamwidth (theta)
0.55
degrees
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
18.9
ft
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
6
m
Beamwidth radius
9.4
ft
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
3
m
Ground Elevation @ Observation Point
752
ft elevation
TDWR Radar Beam Bottom Elevation @ Observation Point Location
865
ft elevation
Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height
113
ft
Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height
34
m
TDWR Peak Pulsed Power
250000
Watts
TDWR Carrier Frequency
5608
MHz
Gain
50
dBi
Free Space Impedance

377.0

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

5,526.2

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

552.6

Peak Pulsed Voltage Gradient @ Observation Point
1,443.4
* No Ground reflections or power from the cell tower or others are included in this calculation.

ohms
Watts/m2*
mW/cm2
Volts/meter

Figure 7: Pulsed radiation/voltage was continuously detectable during the 360 degrees of rotation from the ground level of
Miranda Rd. just to the North of the TDWR. The calculated 1443 volts/meter is a concerning level of microwave radiation pulsing
into the nearby surroundings.

Because the beam appears to be directly striking this metallic cell tower and antennas 1952’
away, the radiation will be directed back to the ground and the surrounding area.

Source: [9]

Source [10]

From original TDWR sighting document:

Source [10]

The average power of the TDWR main beam when striking the Miranda Rd. Cell tower
exceeds the FCC limit not including any ground reflections or reflections and/or reradiation from the cell tower antennas and pole.
2. Cell Tower located on Beatties Ford Rd at West Huntersville Storage

Observation Point: 2. Cell Tower located on Beatties Ford Rd at West Huntersville Storage
(35.351 lat, -80.887 lon)
Item
Value
Units
Ground Elevation @ TDWR Radar Tower Base
754
ft elevation
TDWR Radar Tower Height
113
ft
TDWR Radar Dish Elevation
867
ft elevation
TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon (PHI)
0.2
degrees
TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon
0.003491 radians
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
1.47
km
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
0.91
miles
nautical
miles
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
0.79
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
4821.6
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )
4821.6
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )
1470.0
m
(IR) refractive index
1.2100
(Re) radius of the earth
6371
km
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
0.005
km
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
5
m
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
17.3
ft
Elevation of the beam centerline @ Observation Point
884
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)
16.8
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)
5.1
m
TDWR Beamwidth (theta)
0.55
degrees
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
46.3
ft
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
14
m
Beamwidth radius
23.1
ft
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
7
m
Ground Elevation @ Observation Point
752
ft elevation
TDWR Radar Beam Bottom Elevation @ Observation Point Location
861
ft elevation
Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height
109
ft
Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height
33
m
TDWR Peak Pulsed Power
250000
Watts
TDWR Carrier Frequency
5608
MHz
Gain
50
dBi
Free Space Impedance

377.0

ohms

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

920.7

Watts/m2*

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

92.1

mW/cm2

Peak Pulsed Voltage Gradient @ Observation Point
589.1
* No Ground reflections or power from other cell towers, etc. are included in this calculation.

Volts/meter

Figure 8: Pulsed TDWR radiation was detectable and continuous through 360 degrees of rotation from the Food Lion Parking lot
at the intersection of Beatties Ford Rd. and Mt. Holly Huntersville Rd.

Figure 9: Pulsed TDWR radiation was detectable and continuous through 360 degrees of rotation near the Trillium Montessori
School and Long Creek Elementary school off Beatties Ford Rd.

3. Cell Tower located off Mt. Holly Huntersville Rd.

Observation Point: 3. Cell Tower located off Mt. Holly Huntersville Rd. (35.363 lat, -80.867 lon)
Item
Value
Units
Ground Elevation @ TDWR Radar Tower Base
754
ft elevation
TDWR Radar Tower Height
113
ft
TDWR Radar Dish Elevation
867
ft elevation
TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon (PHI)
0.2
degrees
TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon
0.003491 radians

Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )
TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )
(IR) refractive index
(Re) radius of the earth
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
Elevation of the beam centerline @ Observation Point
TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)
TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)
TDWR Beamwidth (theta)
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
Beamwidth radius
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
Ground Elevation @ Observation Point
TDWR Radar Beam Bottom Elevation @ Observation Point Location
Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height
Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height
TDWR Peak Pulsed Power
TDWR Carrier Frequency
Gain

3.32
2.06
1.79
10889.6
10889.7
3320.0
1.2100
6371
0.012
12
40.4
907
38.0
11.6
0.55
104.5
32
52.3
16
783
855
72
22
250000
5608
50

km
miles
nautical
miles
ft
ft
m
km
km
m
ft
ft
ft
m
degrees
ft
m
ft
m
ft elevation
ft elevation
ft
m
Watts
MHz
dBi

Free Space Impedance

377.0

ohms

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

180.5

Watts/m2*

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

18.0

mW/cm2

Peak Pulsed Voltage Gradient @ Observation Point
* No Ground reflections or power from other cell towers, etc. are included in this calculation.

260.9

Volts/meter

4. Power Lines/Towers crossing Beatties Ford Rd

Figure 10: Due to the power plant in the Huntersville area, there are large high voltage power lines running East/West 2.3 miles
to the North of the radar station. At a 0.2 degree beam angle the pulsed radar will induct up to 230 volts/m into the structure

Observation Point: 4. Power Lines Crossing Beatties Ford Rd.
Item

Value

Units

Ground Elevation @ TDWR Radar Tower Base

754

ft elevation

TDWR Radar Tower Height

113

ft

TDWR Radar Dish Elevation

867

ft elevation

0.2

degrees

0.003491

radians

TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon (PHI)
TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)

3.63

km

Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)

2.26

miles
nautical
miles

Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)

1.96

Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)

11906.4

ft

TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )

11906.5

ft

TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )

3630.0

m

(IR) refractive index

1.2100

(Re) radius of the earth

6371

km

Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point

0.014

km

Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point

14

m

Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point

44.4

ft

Elevation of the beam centerline @ Observation Point

911

ft

TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)

41.6

ft

TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)

12.7

m

TDWR Beamwidth (theta)

0.55

degrees

Beamwidth/or arc length (s)

114.3

ft

Beamwidth/or arc length (s)

35

m

57.1

ft

Beamwidth/or arc length (s)

17

m

Ground Elevation @ Observation Point

718

ft elevation

TDWR Radar Beam Bottom Elevation @ Observation Point Location

854

ft elevation

Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height

136

ft

Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height

42

m

Beamwidth radius

TDWR Peak Pulsed Power
TDWR Carrier Frequency
Gain

250000

Watts

5608

MHz

50

dBi

Free Space Impedance

377.0

ohms

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

151.0

Watts/m2*

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

15.1

mW/cm2

Peak Pulsed Voltage Gradient @ Observation Point
238.6
Volts/meter
* No Ground reflections or power from other cell towers, etc. are included in this calculation. Which could
make the values higher

No 5.6 GHz EMR measurements were made near the power lines but they could be generating both 60
Hz and 5.6 GHz EMR noise each time the beam sweeps the power lines since the tops of the towers are
within 1 meter of the radar beam bottom with max pulses of 238 volts/meter in the area.

5. LNG Storage tank located off Beatties Ford Rd.

Observation Point: 5. LNG Storage tank located off Beatties Ford Rd. (35.377 lat, -80.890 lon)
Item
Value
Units
Ground Elevation @ TDWR Radar Tower Base
754
ft elevation
TDWR Radar Tower Height
113
ft
TDWR Radar Dish Elevation
867
ft elevation
TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon (PHI)
0.2
degrees
TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon
0.003491 radians
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
4.43
km
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
2.75
miles
nautical
miles
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
2.39
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
14530.4
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )
14530.5
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )
4430.0
m
(IR) refractive index
1.2100
(Re) radius of the earth
6371
km
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
0.017
km
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
17
m
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
54.9
ft
Elevation of the beam centerline @ Observation Point
922
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)
50.7
ft
TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)
15.5
m
TDWR Beamwidth (theta)
0.55
degrees
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
139.5
ft
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
43
m
Beamwidth radius
69.7
ft
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
21
m
Ground Elevation @ Observation Point
764
ft elevation
TDWR Radar Beam Bottom Elevation @ Observation Point Location
852
ft elevation
Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height
88
ft
Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height
27
m
TDWR Peak Pulsed Power
250000
Watts
TDWR Carrier Frequency
5608
MHz
Gain
50
dBi
Free Space Impedance

377.0

ohms

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

101.4

Watts/m2*

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

10.1

mW/cm2

Peak Pulsed Voltage Gradient @ Observation Point
* No Ground reflections or power from other cell towers, etc. are included in this calculation.

195.5

Volts/meter

No testing was done near the LNG plant due to access was closed to the public.

6. Hopewell High School (35.379 lat, -80.909 lon)

Figure 11: TDWR Radar Pulses were detectable at Hopewell High School approx. every 1-3 minutes when a plane in/out of
Charlotte airport flew over the area around the high school and was swept by the TDWR weather radar beam and the
microwave radiation reflected back to the ground.

Figure 12: This graphic shows the reflected TDWR beam off a typical incoming flight over and to the North of Hopewell High
School and the path of reflected radiation back to the ground reaching the school. Planes appear to stay normally 2,000 to 6,000
feet overhead in the area.

Figure 13: This graphic shows the flight path of a plane flying between Hopewell HS and the Radar Station and one path for
reflected radiation

The voltage gradient from the TDWR microwave radiation beam is striking the ground
intermittently at the high school, probably due to overhead aircraft, which should be verified and
correlated to actual flight paths. Reflected radiation intensity would vary with distance from
radar, aircraft elevation, weather conditions and the reflective surface of plane. A low flying
aircraft between the radar station and Hopewell High School could trigger the highest voltage
gradients at the school, especially if a concave surface of the plane refocuses the radiation to
higher power densities.
7. Southwire/ABB Plant Stack

Observation Point: 7. Southwire/ABB Plant Stack (35.393 lat, -80.831 lon)
Item
Value
Ground Elevation @ TDWR Radar Tower Base
754
TDWR Radar Tower Height
113
TDWR Radar Dish Elevation
867
TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon (PHI)
0.2
TDWR Radar Beam Angle (X) Above Horizon
0.003491
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
7.94
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
4.93
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
Observation Point Distance from TDWR Radar (B)
TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )
TDWR Radar Beam Slant Range (R) to Observation Point ( C )
(IR) refractive index
(Re) radius of the earth
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
Height of the beam centerline above radar-level (ARL) @ Observation Point
Elevation of the beam centerline @ Observation Point
TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)
TDWR Radar Beam Center Height Increase (A)
TDWR Beamwidth (theta)
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
Beamwidth radius
Beamwidth/or arc length (s)
Ground Elevation @ Observation Point
TDWR Radar Beam Bottom Elevation @ Observation Point Location
Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height
Beam Reflecting Off Observation Point Starting @ Height
TDWR Peak Pulsed Power
TDWR Carrier Frequency
Gain

4.29
26043.2
26043.4
7940.0
1.2100
6371
0.032
32
104.3
971
90.9
27.7
0.55
250.0
76
125.0
38
820
846
26
8
250000
5608
50

Units
ft elevation
ft
ft elevation
degrees
radians
km
miles
nautical
miles
ft
ft
m
km
km
m
ft
ft
ft
m
degrees
ft
m
ft
m
ft elevation
ft elevation
ft
m
Watts
MHz
dBi

Free Space Impedance

377.0

ohms

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point

31.6

Watts/m2*

Peak Pulsed Power Density @ Observation Point
Peak Pulsed Voltage Gradient @ Observation Point
* No Ground reflections or power from other cell towers, etc. are included in this calculation.

3.2
109.1

mW/cm2
Volts/meter

Figure 14: Pulsed TDWR radiation was intermittently detectable near the Southwire/ABB plant in Huntersville, NC

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
After surveying the area of Southwest Huntersville it appears the TDWR radar beam is
obstructed and reflecting off two very close (less than 1 mile distance) cell towers at the lower
scan angles, which is concerning due to the higher power densities of microwave radiation at
those distances and the public buildings in the local area such as schools and shopping centers
that the radiation is reflecting into.
Re-radiated fields are generated when an electromagnetic field induces electrical currents in a
conductor, such as a metallic cell tower or other nearby antennas [8] and even the metallic
surface of an automobile. Re-radiated fields are considered “reflections” or “scattered”
radiation. “Hot Spots” of microwave radiation can be generated in the area of the obstructing cell
towers due to the uneven scattering of the radiation by the poles, cell antenna arrays, ground
reflections, buildings & vehicles. Because of the obstructions in the area of the TDWR tower
and beam, precise modeling and prediction of peak radiation and hot-spots around the areas of
obstructions is impossible but is concerning.
The reflection of the pulsed microwave radiation off steel and/or aluminum cell towers as well as
the cell tower antenna arrays is irradiating the surrounding area of Beatties Ford Rd., Mt. Holly
Huntersville Rd and Miranda Rd. with pulsed 5.6 GHz microwave radiation pollution as the
beam sweeps the area approx. every 20 seconds. This was verified and documented during
our field survey. There is most likely also side lobe radiation in the area as the pulses were
detectable during the entire 360 degree sweep of the radar antenna from the North (Miranda
Rd) and the South (Mt. Holly Huntersville Rd.) directions. Since each 1.1 microsecond pulse of
the TDWR beam is approximately 1000 ft in length, the region within half the length of the
reflected pulse, or 500 ft could potentially double the local power density of 5.6 GHz radiation as
the reflected radiation from the metal cell towers overlaps the incoming beam via multipath
scattering in the vicinity of the obstructing cell towers. Ground scatter and reflections will further
increase microwave power densities in the area. The multiple cell tower dipole transmitters
might also increase the power density of the reflected TDWR microwave beam due to their

typical dipole gain (2.15 dBi) which would further increase the average and peak pulsed power
density of the 5.6 GHz microwave radiation in the area on top of that generated by the cell tower
transmitters.
FAA safety guideline documents suggest that a site survey be performed when multiple
microwave towers are sighted in the same area [7] due to overlapping and increased power
densities in the area. “Since radiated power is proportional to squared electric and magnetic
field strengths, field measurements should be made periodically, when the operating
parameters of radars have been changed, or when new equipment is installed, to confirm
compliance with recommended NIR safety guidelines. For exposure from multiple sources,
the exposure (power density of field squared) should be measured at each source frequency
and divided by the corresponding MPE to obtain the fractional contribution from each NIR
source. The basic limit is that the sum of fractional MPE's for the multiple sources should not
exceed unity.”
Recommendations
1) Since the TDWR radar beam appears to be striking two cell towers at 1950’ and 4800’
distance and FAA safety guidelines recommend a radiation survey whenever other
microwave towers are sighted near a radar station, the public should demand a radiation
survey of the immediate area near the TDWR radar by the FAA. This survey should
measure peak and average voltage gradients at many different public locations near the
radar station during all types of weather conditions, since radiation levels reflected and
refracted to the ground will increase during weather phenomena. The survey should
look for “hot spots” of radiation due to the metal obstructions.
2) The public should demand from the cell tower companies documentation that they
considered the high power, high gain pulsed microwave radar installation when they
placed their cell equipment directly in the TDWR beam’s path less than 1 mile away.
FAA safety guidelines call out for calculating total power density from all the microwave
sources in the area. Since the high gain TDWR radar pulse was able to damage
electronics over 5 miles away according to a NOAA representative, it will be more
dangerous at less than 1 mile distances since microwave power densities drop off with
the square of the distance from the source. The High School is 3.1 miles away from the
radar station.
3) The public should demand from Huntersville town officials if the high power, high gain
pulsed TDWR radar was considered when allowing cell tower build permits in those
areas.
4) Due to “hot spots” caused by uneven beam reflection off nearby structures, the
microwave power density can be much higher due to reflection off edges and concave
reflective/metal surfaces. This was evident at one location when the spectrum analyzer
became “saturated” when a car drove by, possibly due to the reflected beam off the
obstruction in return reflecting off the metal car body passing by.
In addition to the six structures identified in the area that are most likely obstructing and
reflecting the 5.6 GHz radiation from the TDWR microwave beam into the surroundings, it was
also identified that Huntersville High School is within the flight path of Charlotte airport and at
least two of the runways oriented to the North and Northeast. The TDWR microwave pulse was
detected in the high school parking lot and is most likely reflecting off the aluminum skin of the
aircraft and back to the ground whenever planes fly over and through the beam, which appears
to be approx. once every 1 to 3 minutes from the scans and will vary with air traffic patterns and
take-off & landing frequency. This radiation was modeled and verified with our field survey.
The power density of this radiation is lower than reflected radiation closer to the radar tower

near Mt. Holly Huntersville Rd. and will depend upon the altitude of the planes which appear to
stay approx. 2000 to 6000 ft. overhead as well as the surface properties of the airplane
illuminated, i.e. aluminum surfaces, concave or convex surfaces and/or edges of the aircraft.
Current FCC microwave radiation guidelines primarily deal with heating effects of microwave
radiation although electric shock hazards are also well known when high power, higher
frequency radiation comes into contact with a conductor. The eyes contain a conductive saline
solution and GHz frequency radiation has been linked with increased cataracts [11]. The higher
frequency GHz radiation tends to increase “skin effects” and can trigger electrical currents on
conductive surfaces. IARC has classified radiofrequency electromagnetic fields as possibly
carcinogenic to humans (Group 2B), a category used when a causal association is considered
credible [12]. Recent research has also pointed to long term exposure to radars and mobile
communications as “provoking cancer growth” [13].
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Appendix A
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Lee Huber - NOAA Federal <lee.huber@noaa.gov>
Date: Tue, Jan 20, 2015 at 2:29 PM
Subject: Re: Charlotte TDWR
To: ChemE Stewart <cheme911@gmail.com>
Cc: gsp.webmaster@noaa.gov, Larry Gabric <Larry.Gabric@noaa.gov>, Anthony
Sturey <Anthony.Sturey@noaa.gov>, Frank Neiger <Frank.Neiger@noaa.gov>
I just got off the phone with the FAA technicians responsible for the maintenance of the
TDWR to make sure that the information I passed on to Neil was correct. The FAA
technician told me that the TDWR transmitter is turned off from 343-348 degrees. I
believe the FAA uses magnetic north not true north thus there may be a little difference
in the azimuth degrees seen on other sources of TDWR data. It is turned off because
the RF energy from the TDWR was interfering and doing damage to the receiver of a
telephone microwave relay station that is approximately 5 to 6 miles away. The
feedhorn on the radar antenna is approximately 120' above ground level.
Since this is a FAA owned radar and we only have a feed off this radar I would suggest
you contact the FAA in Charlotte if you need any more information or have any more
questions about this TDWR.
Lee
On Tue, Jan 20, 2015 at 1:36 PM, ChemE Stewart <cheme911@gmail.com> wrote:
Neil,
Thanks for the information and update. I am a consulting engineer taking a look at
microwave radiation sources in the Huntersville area, assisting a couple of medical
doctors in Philadelphia. I have downloaded the licensed FCC microwave tower
database into Google Earth (you can download below) and I see NO licensed
microwave towers at the 338 degree radial. It would be very helpful if you could check
with your technicians on which microwave tower it could be as we would be very
interested if there is a strong microwave source in that area. I also want to make sure
that you guys are comfortable that the pulsed signals at the 337/339 degree radials(or
whatever the closest pulsed radial is) is not overlapping and reflecting/refracting off the
hillside and buildings 0.9 miles away where a school is located. I ran the NOAA TDWR
model and it shows a 60 foot beamwidth at 0.9 miles and the hilltop is 20 foot above the
radar tower base (I don't know how tall the radar tower is). I realize current thinking is
that the average TDWR power is low, but there is very recent research that the high
power pulses may have an effect on biology. Thank you very much. I would just like
you guys to double check, we are trying to identify/exclude any/all microwave radiation
sources in the area.
FCC Microwave/Cell Tower Database:
http://www.fccinfo.com/fccinfo_google_earth.php

Recent research on radar stations and cancer
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21716201/
Thanks,
Stewart Simonson
On Tue, Dec 30, 2014 at 5:32 PM, GSP Webmaster - NOAA
Federal <gsp.webmaster@noaa.gov> wrote:
ChemE Stewart,
Thank you for taking the time to send your message to us. After I received your email, I
checked with one of our Electronic Technicians about your concerns with the FAA’s
Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) at Charlotte, NC (TCLT). I learned that the
TCLT TDWR transmission is not blocked by a water tower, as previous information
indicated, but the transmitter is intentionally inoperative at the 338 degree radial, for
elevation slices below 2.5 degrees, to eliminate microwave interference with a
communication tower. Therefore, the TDWR is not collecting data along the 338 degree
radial over Long Creek Elementary School for the 0.2, 0.6, and 1.0 elevation scans.
I invite you to learn more about the TDWR by visiting the following Web
page: http://www.weather.gov/gsp/tdwr_specs. Here is an excerpt from the page, “The
TCLT radar is located 81 miles northeast of the KGSP radar, located in Greer, SC. Due
to the curvature of the Earth's surface, the lowest standard atmosphere view from the
KGSP radar over center city Charlotte is 7245 feet above ground level. In comparison,
the lowest scan from the TCLT radar is only 315 feet. Both the finer resolution and
closer proximity of the TDWR to the Carolina Piedmont makes significant improvements
to the Doppler radar data used by warning meteorologist.”
Sincerely,
Neil Dixon
NWS Greenville-Spartanburg
Meteorologist / Web master
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